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24/7 media one of  the world’  leading specialist touchscreen.technology

PROJECTS

They are involved in all aspects of touchscreen design, development, manufacture and delivery from early consultation, 
bespoke drawings, purpose built manufacture and systems integration, right through to technical service and support 

many years after projects have been completed.

PRODUCTS

They offer the full range of touchscreen options from Resistive Membrane, Infra-Red, Optical Sensing, capacitive, 
projection and through-glass touch foils.

APPLICATIONS

Their technologies are used extensively across all market applications from critical applications such as Heathrow air 
traffic control to TV News broadcasters to designer presentations for leading ad agencies at the Cannes film festival.

PIONEERS

 24/7 media continue to pioneer new products utilising the best in design and emerging technologies. They continuously 
work with key partners to develop important new solutions such as the World’s first and largest 103” touchscreen for the 

Panasonic 103” Plasma display.

PARTNERS

They have many strategic alliance partners in the audio visual and display industry including working relationships 
with most of the key manufacturers of Sharp, Barco, Samsung, Sanyo, JVC, Panasonic and Pioneer. They also have the 

prestigious role of designated solutions partners for NEC.

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION

 24/7 media distribute their extensive range of touchscreen technologies worldwide and across many different vertical 
markets.

SOFTWARE 

Push button, annotation and multitouch all work with 24/7 media overlays.  24/7 technologies are also compatible 
with PC and Mac systems and work with all annotating packages such as Promethean, eBeam and My Eboard. They 
have also been told their touchscreens are suitable for all smart packages and smart airliner. Many software designers 

and integrators use 24/7 media technologies as part of their research and development programmes.

PREFERRED TECHNOLOGIES

Our products are often quoted as being preferred over competitor models because they are considered to have better 
technology, are better designed with sleek flush fit overlays and, most importantly, during operation they provide better 

speed, accuracy and reliability.



Fully Integrated Solution•	
High Brightness NEC Display•	
Optical Touch Screen Technology•	
High Tracking Speed for Annotation •	
Multitouch Capable•	
In-Built Rack Space for PC / DVD•	
Security Door as Standard•	
Fully Mobile with Lock Down Wheels•	
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Wide range of sizes available, currently 32” 40” 52”•	
Integrated cooling system•	
Optional in-built speakers•	
Integrated housing for PC/Laptop•	
Interactivity even works with a gloved hand•	
Single cable for power and connection to PC•	
Suitable for use in high ambient light conditions•	
Easy to clean, unaffected by harsh cleaning fluids•	
LCD display life 40,000 hours•	
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Optical Sensing
Specifications
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Infrared
Overlays

The fifth generation Infrared 24/7 media	technology	

enhances Infrared’s traditional advantages such as 
high clarity, maintenance free, exceptional 

ruggedness, and new breakthrough with ability to 
work in high ambient light environments.

 24/7 media Infrared	technology	lends	itself	to	a	wide	
range of touch enabled applications including 

customer retail sites, information kiosks, gaming & 
leisure, and self-drive multimedia programmes.

The 24/7 media	frame	can	be	easily	retrofitted	over 
most of the leading brand LCD and Plasma panels, as 
well as applied to custom kiosk fit outs.  Furthermore 
the protective glass layer can provide a splash proof 
interface for the best demanding public areas.  We can 
cater for IP65 rated projects, where weather proofing 

is essential.

 Maintenance and calibration free•	

 High Resolution•	

 Water and dust resistant•	

 Vandal resistant construction•	

 Free of interface•	

 Extreme reliability•	

 High clarity•	

 High environmental adaptability•	

 Long life expectancy•	

 Minimal error in operation•	

 Custom and bespoke sizes•	

Interactive touch screens 
for large format displays
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Infrared 
Specifications
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24/7 media launches a range of interactive          

enclosures that lets you create an individual 

housing for your interactive Plasma or LCD   

displays that can include your company logo, 

colours and interior design theme.  It puts your 

company’s brand in the spotlight 

and helps your displays to blend 

in with your interior style.  No 

matter what shape or colour the 

brief is we can consult from 

scratch the full solution 

• Robust & Secure Designs

• Easy To Clean 

• Protects Equipment & Cables

• Include Logo’s & Themes

• IP65 Rated Weatherproofing 

Each style will be designed with robust, high 

quality materials.  A robust model with a metal 

housing and safety glass can protect the 

displays against vandalism.  All cables are 

concealed inside the enclosure. When 

maintenance or service needs to be performed, 

you can simply open and go to work.  In those 

outdoor installation projects we can IP65 rate 

our components for a complete weatherproof 

solution that will protect the IR technology. 
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Branded
Enclosures



 

All Weather 
Enclosure

The 24/7 media All Weather Enclosure delivers a high 
pixel density, high brightness hermetically sealed      

interactive unit that allows clear, detailed graphics to 
be touched in the urban environment.

  

These units have been purposely designed for the 
rigours of the underground and rail environment.  They 
are also ideally suited for other transport applications 

where environmental protection from the elements and 
physical security is a must.  The profile of the display 
has been designed for elegance and slimness.  A key 
factor in the design is that all corners are rounded to 
minimise collision injury.  The front fascia is made 

from a toughened and laminated glass which will stand 
the impact of a bottle or brick.
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Fifth Gen. Infrared Touch•	
Easy Maintenance•	
Ultra Bright Version Available•	
Robust & Secure Designs•	
Easy To Clean •	
Protects Equipment & Cables•	
Include	Logo’s	&	Themes•	
IP65	Rated	Weatherproofing•	

A fully integrated large 
format solution





 

Thru-Glass
Dual Pro

  24/7 media Dual Pro is a combined projection screen 
and interactive touch screen foil.

The Dual Pro technology combines a high 

contrast rear projection screen with a fully 

integrated interactive touch sensor incorporating a 
patented  projective capacitive technology.  

The Dual Pro film and foil combination is intended 
for use with a standard projector.

 

This product suits a wide range of applications and 
is ideal for large format interactive digital signage 

such as retail shop windows, advertising, 

promotion and exhibitions.  This unique and 

stylish way to communicate with customers is also 
very cost effective in creating a large scale 

information and viewing experience.  

Worldwide specialists in 
interactive touch screens
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Thru-Glass 
Dual Pro 

Specifications
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CLICK HERE FOR VIDEO

Thru-Glass
for Rear Projection

 24/7 media Thru-Glass technology is a unique way 

to communicate with your customers.  make your 

window pay.  An incredible system that allows 

people in the street to make choices regarding 

products and services by simply touching the 

window, even when the store is closed and the 

staff have gone home.

Now you can extend your opening hours and let 

people interact and choose what is of interest 

to them.  Deliver more detailed content, collect 

customer feedback and enhance your large screen 

display.

With a holographic display you can generate high 

contrast stunning images, which appear to float in 

the air, and catch the attention of passers by.

The 24/7 media screen is easy to install.  No need 

to redesign the layout of your shop front, or cut 

into the glass window from the street and make 

choices regarding products and services.

The 24/7 media screen Thru-Glass is produced from 

the same material used in high demanding 

applications including ATM’s, web phones, 

medical displays, pay-at the pump machines.

 Functions through glass 20mm thick•	

	No	need	to	fix	anything	to	exterior•	

 Interactivity works with gloved hand•	

 Excellent viewing angle •	

 Wide range of screens sizes available•	

 Works with holographic or diffusion•	

 Suitable in high ambient light installs•	

 Vandal & shock resistant•	

 Long life expectancy•	

 Single cable for power & connection•	

 Easy to clean•	

Interactive touch screens 
for large format displays
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Thru-Glass for Rear Projection 
Specifications
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Interactive touch screens 
for large format displays

Thru-Glass 
for LCD

 24/7 media Thru-Glass technology is a unique way 
to communicate with your customers.  make your 

window pay.  An incredible system that allows 
people in the street to make choices regarding 
products and services by simply touching the 

window, even when the store is closed and the 
staff have gone home.

Now you can extend your opening hours and let 
people interact and choose what is of interest 

to them.  Deliver more detailed content, collect 
customer feedback and enhance your large screen 

display.

 Functions through glass 20mm thick•	

	No	need	to	fix	anything	to	exterior•	

 Interactivity works with gloved hand•	

 Excellent viewing angle •	

 Wide range of screens sizes available•	

 Suitable in high ambient light installs•	

 Vandal & shock resistant•	

With a close high brightness display rather than a 
holographic display you can generate the full 

image quality intended from your content and 
catch the attention of passers by.

The 24/7 media screen is easy to install.  No need 
to redesign the layout of your shop front, or cut 
into the  glass window from the street and make 

choices regarding products and services.

The 24/7 media screen Thru-Glass is produced 
from the same material used in high demanding 

applications including ATM’s, web phones, 

medical displays, pay-at the pump machines, 

gaming systems and interactive kiosks, ensuring 
the technology is protected from moisture, heat 

and even vandalism.
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Fully Integrated Solution•	
Medical 17” - 19”•	

Point of Sale 17” - 19”•	
Resistive Membrane•	

Extreme Reliability•	
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19” Integrated Medical Monitor 
Specifications
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19” Integrated POS Monitor 
Specifications
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Touch screen specialists 24/7 media, are pleased to announce that we now offer a bespoke design 
and manufacture service where we can produce custom-built touchscreens for any size, make 
and model of Plasma or LCD display or monitor.

Considered to be one of the world’s foremost suppliers of interactive touch screen technology, 
24/7 media were recently commissioned to consult, design and manufacture a range of interactive 
touchscreens for the latest ‘Science of Survival’ exhibition at the London Science 
Museum.

Installed by one of our many specialist integrator partners, these 20”-24”-30” 16:9 kiosk style 
touch screens were purpose built to slip over the front of a range of DELL monitors enabling 
exhibition visitors to interact and become more involved with the displays and their content 
simply by touching the screens. 

“The touchscreen technology is getting a really good reaction, 
especially with the kids who love touching things.  Here they can 
actually see and touch.  Kids are really attracted to the hands-on thing 
and so are the parents too.”     -    Exhibition Assistant Marcus Brown 

TAILOR - MADE 
TOUCH SCREENS 
FOR SCIENCE MUSEUM

U- Touch
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The newly opened ‘St Pancras International’ railway 
station was recently launched as a gateway to Europe 
after this unique London landmark and home of 
Eurostar reopened after an £800m restoration.

Incorporating the latest in advanced technology 
this important new epicentre of travel was to 
be presented as a ‘silent station’ where Kiosks 
and Wayfinder booths were used to present key 
information and guidance to visitors and 
passengers without the need for an outdated, 
intrusive and often incomprehensible tannoy 
system.

Integration partners ‘Siemens’ provided 16 
stand alone kiosks with a sophisticated content 
and back-end digital signage platform from 
AMX/inspired signage. Easy access to 
information was created using IP65 rated 
Infrared touchscreen technology from 24/7 media
. 

The result was a series of stylish kiosks 
designed to work in unsupervised areas, both 
indoors and outdoors, providing key travel and 
tourist information, at the touch of a finger, 24 
hours a day.
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